UGA Jobs
* Sends Job Data Nightly to OneUSG
  * Sends Hiring Proposals up to 72 hours to OneUSG

UGAMart
Sends PO data within hour of creation to FMS, Reqs to don't send activity.

PCard Works
Sends PCard data weekly to FMS

Marketplace
Sends online revenue once accepted, nightly to FMS

AR Touchnet
Sends deposit activity nightly to FMS

UGA Systems Interface Workflow & Timing

OneUSG Connect
* Sends transactions in 2-4 Days to FMS
  * Sends data nightly to DW
  * Sends terminations to nightly to UGA Jobs

Financial Mgmt System (FMS)
* Sends transactions nightly to DW
  * Sends expenses mid/end month to FAME

UGAMart
Sends PO data within hour of creation to FMS, Reqs to don't send activity.

Grants Portal (SPA)
Sends project activity real time to FMS

Scholarship Universe
Sends activity once per month to FAME

FAME
* Sends Net Budgets Weekly to FMS
  * Sends Net Budgets Monthly to Scholarship Universe

Data Warehouse / Cubes
Sends captured data nightly to SPA & BMS

Budget Mgmt System (BMS)
(Reports & BPSS/BUDDEV)

OneUSG
* Sends transactions in 2-4 Days to FMS
  * Sends data nightly to DW
  * Sends terminations to nightly to UGA Jobs

Data Warehouse / Cubes
Sends captured data nightly to SPA & BMS